Among the groves of Greece

This month, the UI International Writing Program will bring together 16 intellectuals from across the world on Itros, a small island off the coast of Greece. There they will discuss The Commons, communal possessions such as air and water, that are sometimes privatized by market forces.

By Soheil Rezayazdi

On paper, it sounds more like an academic conference. For Christopher Merrill, director of the UI’s International Writing Program, the plan was simple: Wrangle a dozen or so intellectuals from across the world to spend a week on an island off the coast of Greece, to read and discuss Alan Merill’s book, The Commons. It was Merrill’s idea, he writes in his essay on the numeracy of the commons, to open up our intellectual world to “we who are not a bad idea to bring together some of the most articulate people around... to discuss what is that binds us together.”

— Christopher Merrill, director of the UI International Writing Program

Spatial Intersections explores electronic art in various forms, including video and music. Concert-goers often find that electronic music created with the help of a computer can make strange noises, too.

The idea of adding a visual element... is the next step. Humans are driven by sight.

— Thomas Judson, artist

On Friday, UI graduate student Thomas Judson and seven other students will present Spatial Intersections III, a concert featuring electronic music and video. For his piece, Judson’s piano chops will be challenged by an unpredictable partner: a computer.

BY MAGGIE ANDERSON

No amount of preparing presents the occasional milestone when Thomas Judson performs. But he’s not alone — he’s computer.

Judson, who will graduate with a Ph.D. in music composition from the UI School of Music this month, performs in a world where humans and machines share the stage. Every time he performs, he will try to make it sound real.

“Though the show’s music is produced using mostly conventional electronic devices, listeners for the first time in history will hear a live performance by a computer. The effect, he and the seven other participants perform an absurd premise,” said Judson. “Every time it is performed, it will be different. I try to make it sound real.”

Concert-goers often find that electronic music created with the help of a computer can make strange noises, too.

“Some people do have visual minds, but they can’t find something to grasp onto.”

But video creates a visual and mental handhold for viewers.

“A video can be incredibly strange, and people will watch it. They add another element to open up our minds,” said Judson.

Judson will perform a piece called “6 Piece for 6 Voices.”
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